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  1. What is the biggest animal that lives in the water?

Blue whale

Sperm whale

Grampus

2. What kind of fish is viviparous?

Shark

Sturgeon

Catfish

3. What kind of mammal does have essential "vocabulary", consciousness and is able to sympathize?

Dolphin

Shark

Guitarfish

4. To which group does the swordfish belong to?

Sheatfish

Perciformes

Salmoniformes

5. Who of these inhabitants of the watery world is not a mammal?

Dolphin

Grampus
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Shark

6. Who from the list is not a fish?

Seal

Nelma

Red salmon

7. About which orange and white fish was full-length Disney cartoon filmed?

Clownfish

Butterflyfish

Hedgehog fish

8. Who is the bottlenose dolphin?

Shark

Dolphin

Whale

9. What is the name for swimming under water with special equipment?

Moving

Skating

Diving

10. Which of these sharks is able to dwell in fresh water?

Tiger shark

Bull shark

White shark
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Right answers

  1. What is the biggest animal that lives in the water?
  Blue whale
  2. What kind of fish is viviparous?
  Shark
  3. What kind of mammal does have essential "vocabulary", consciousness and is able to sympathize?
  Dolphin
  4. To which group does the swordfish belong to?
  Perciformes
  5. Who of these inhabitants of the watery world is not a mammal?
  Shark
  6. Who from the list is not a fish?
  Seal
  7. About which orange and white fish was full-length Disney cartoon filmed?
  Hedgehog fish
  8. Who is the bottlenose dolphin?
  Dolphin
  9. What is the name for swimming under water with special equipment?
  Diving
  10. Which of these sharks is able to dwell in fresh water?
  Bull shark
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